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People are engaged full time in football, athletics, cricket etc. The downturn of global economy, the economic
and social panic caused by the alarming rise in terrorist activity, the conflagration of countries such as those in
Europe and the change in the global balance of power due to such unions, have all impacted on the value of
goods and services in the Caribbean states. These rights and freedoms have resulted in the existence of a
vibrant and effective mass media. Bob Marley, being a Rastafarian, during his days as one of the pioneers of
Reggae popularity suggests the role played by this popular culture in the music of the region. People tend to
settle in areas where certain comforts are afforded. Caribbean popular culture in recent years is being marketed
all over the world. Caribbean economic community and Caribbean court of appeal. Medias are the gatekeepers
of information and images. There is little we can do when an earthquake should come; however, they are
certain precautions that can be taken to ensure our lives, in case of an earthquake. With increase education of
the public about the issue, people would understand the best precautions suited for them. These groups create
their own cultural institutions and follow their own customs and beliefs. Under the circumstances loans from
the Caribbean Development Bank, Inter American Development Bank and the World Bank are sourced to
upgrade infrastructural developments. The underwater scenery is attractive to look at e. They will ultimately
increase the prices to generate more profits for themselves. This hinders development as if there are no
avenues or scope for social mobility within a society then this can lead to antagonism as people will see
themselves as inferior as or less important than those who occupy higher status. Explain the term
globalization. Reggae has set the pace for Caribbean music and is incorporated in many genres across the
work. Martin is model of that of France. Additionally because of technological advance there is a variety of
international goods which flood our regional markets thereby, providing regional goods with firm competition
f Tourism: Tourism does in its own way developed some Caribbean countries economically, however, its
many backlashes sort of cancelled its development aims. As such candidates may address Music, Dance,
Drama or Art and Sculpture for art forms and for popular culture one may choose Rastafarianism, Carnivals,
Literature, Reggae etc. Tourism has a ripple effect on the manufacturing, industrial and service sectors of the
economy. In opposition quite a number of people believe that though the European influence is still evident in
Caribbean culture and society, it is not true that they dominate them. The government of the countries in the
Caribbean has adopted many strategies to provide good health and education for the masses that can suit their
economic status. Describe TWO responses of Caribbean people to oppression. It is after all evident that some
sees it as purely economical, social or political. CAPE Assess the measures that Caribbean countries can
realistically undertake to minimize the dangers posed by earthquakes. Hybridization may lead to two or more
cultures trying to claim cultural, economic or political space Some races may assume a sense of superiority
over races, based on the old plantation system and social stratification. Recognised educational institutions
presenting candidates for the CXC Associate Degree in one of the nine categories must, on registering these
candidates at the start of the qualifying year, have them confirm, in the required form, the Associate Degree
they wish to be awarded. Political involvement can go against this role. Tourists are seen as citizens of
developed countries who possess wealth and affluences. The increase in foreign investors only means that
people aim to benefit from it and therefore is exploitation the regions culture.


